Everyone knows I have been a strict realist here, regardless of the spiritual aspects of things. I always like and still like to keep silent as I always believe that silence is gold.

There is something however that needs to be stated. We're doing good and progressing, finally fruits of progression are becoming very evident for anyone to refuse.

Those who do the RTR's will be blessed and are not only helping this world tremendously but they are also helping themselves. From personal experience where things like that are undertaken, there are rewards. The RTR is at the center of endless positive changes. One if spiritually open can feel that while the enemy holds on, we have gained a considerable amount of territory. It doesn't even compare to how it was around a decade ago or before this.

The Gods reward their people who love them and fight for them. Fighting for something is the highest proof of your so called 'love'. Just affirming love to the Gods and doing nothing to even the wrongs done against them just makes one a hypocrite and a liar. How you will fight is your own business, aside the common undertaking we have here.

There are those who do not fight now that they have the chance. So, when we reign supreme they shouldn't have many demands about where they will be falling when this time comes. This is just simple logic and simple rules.

If one loves something, they will find ways for it. One will say they go for a walk, sit on the bench, and meditate. One will pretend they are sleeping, and meditate. Due to constraints by others which are no longer present, but I learned from, I understood that meditation and development are possible even in some adverse circumstances. One can claim they go to the bathroom and even meditate. Yes, in the bathroom. One can lie they are going to take a shower, and while showering, meditate.

Meditation is by nature a thing that you only need to have yourself in order to do. There is no other requirement. You do not need the perfect tea, the perfect yoga mat, a specific yoga clothing by Yves Saint Laurent, and a nice lass with a booty doing postures in front of you to...ehm...'motivate' you. Nor a ten-thousand-dollar Yoga Watch so you can watch the hours. You can do it in the middle of a swamp and it will raise you from the swamp. This is the power of meditation.

Meditation is universal to everyone. The Gods cannot even out what difference was imposed by nature, but the Gods are full of Justice in that they can teach the knowledge to all inhabitants of earth so they can decide how they will personally advance. And that is meditation. He who wants something, finds ways. He who doesn't want anything but to whine, finds excuses.

There is no need for tiredness or pushing too far, either. You just need to be doing your part, in accordance to your nature and abilities. Some people will like to go past their limits but this is not necessary. However, this can be a learning experience and empowering, one is not obligated to do so either to have success. One does not need to risk one's life or compromise anything further, and one can act as a dagger in the dark in full anonymity.
If you look at it in the end there is nothing you really give. But only things that will return to you, future generations, and to your personal life. But many people do not understand this clearly.

One has to think in their life, where does their time, life, money, everything that matters, goes where it’s best. Personally, I consider it important to have a good relationship with the eternal Gods and do my part. All people who work for Satan do feel an existential euphoria, and this is not some sort of joke of simply satisfying a created 'conscience'.

One does not exit their office in their work feeling like they have changed the world, and that is fact. But when advancing spiritually and doing spiritual warfare one is rewarded very frequently with this feeling, and this is because, one actually DID contribute to bettering the world. And the mind and soul know this.

As this world advances it becomes more and more possible to waste one’s existence in absolute nowhere. One example here, I know people who go to psychoanalysts to give them 100$ per hour of counseling, just to listen to kosher shit, that will further confuse their life and ultimately ruin it. This is a crappy one by the way. The prices for the top ones are thousands or even tens of thousands. Find me one person who has evolved from this in any serious manner...In the US all these jews run counseling services and the divorce rates just keep rising, most people cannot even relate to one another anymore. In many cases the jews also advise them to ruin their family and self. This is an example of putting effort, money, and so forth, in what will not help you.

Alternatively I have had some people who have told me about the charts they need to be cheaper. I will tell you what needs to happen, you need to work and use the Divine Means in our disposal to get what you need for yourself. And one needs to learn appreciation for what they are given. Appreciation is not shown frequently to the Gods either. And the highest form of compensation to the Gods is to just follow their path (FOR YOUR OWN BENEFIT...LOL) and to do intellectual and spiritual warfare (AGAIN BIG LOLS IT’S ULTIMATELY US THAT BENEFIT FROM IT)...And some people still question.

Satan doesn't tell you to just sit down all day and praise him, like a parasitic egregore. And still people just like to fiddle around with Satan and pretend to be suspicious.

These behaviors come from the same people who would gladly pay 3000$ for a computer or a dumb kike psychoanalyst, but can complain when they have the God of Gods, and some soulsaving astro readings done for them. In other words, one has not properly understood the new system of values in which they exist. And they transfer the system of their personal abuse, reversing it to abuse those that help them.

To simplify the meaning above, how many people just whine on Satan's feet to make them rich, give them favors, or to develop “faster”? These people hardly had a loaf of bread before, but now, some of them come in front of Satan, not only to SCORN him, but to severely judge him about their OWN bullshit, or the bullshit produced by what jewish crap they believed in prior. How is Satan in anyway responsible? Does Satan deserve this treatment?

Imagine a spiritual skeleton, totally devoid of any food. Coming up to a person that offers to get them back to health. And the useless skeleton is just whining on the person that literally saves their life. How ungrateful is that? What did your prior jewish master do for you? Just turn you into a soul and physical skeleton, isn't that correct...So one has to shut up, humble up, and listen, so to say.
Everyone that comes to the Gods regardless their initial motivation will find love, understanding, support, but above all, propelling to advance. And become better. And a constant push to go away from worsening and what is evil from ourselves. Anyone who has been close to the Gods just questions themselves at some point, have I done anything to really deserve this treatment? But these beings are good, and helpful, and our creators, and they have infinite potential to help us. So long you are good with them, they will be good to you.

I notice this also in many other things in my life. Standards are constantly perverted and they just keep sinking. Our standards should not be shaped only by what the world indicates. In my walking life I have seen numerous people who have struggled with psychoanalysts, spend tens of thousands of dollars to explain things that happen to them or inside them. Psychologists, psychiatrists, all sorts of stuff. Ultimately leading nowhere.

Imagine if you have Mozart complaining to Wagner that he should 'down his game' in order for him to be able to 'follow up' with it. Mozart would slap Wagner on the face and tell Mozart "Get the fuck up there and stop complaining". What would be the end result if Wagner followed hypothetical Mozart's plea? Mozart would be a shittier composer due to lack of height to compare, and Wagner would just bring his work in the shitter. Everything becomes akin to crap.

And because this has never happened by some people, we have things to aspire to today.

Imagine a footballer going to Ronaldo and telling him he has to become shittier so they can follow up.

Imagine someone going up to the Gods and saying "You know what guys, you need to become more stupid, like me. More monkey like. Actually, can you communicate to me the secrets of the universe in baboon knowledge because I'm a useless piece of shit that doesn't care about anything in the world and wants to lazily achieve the knowledge of the cosmos so I can give better farts while I watch Netflix all day'.

Does that sound like a petition the Gods are willing to answer?

Imagine another thing now. That you have a civilization that makes statues that are ugly, fat, and generally disgusting. Like putting them all over the place. Beneath each statue can write "We reduced the standards of what it means to be human so that all the dumbshits can feel good about it". Even the lowest of humans would not rejoice in looking upon these statues except of sick communists who pretend it's modern art. But other people would just vomit. Because this way of thinking is against nature.

This is the product of nightmares.

This is the reason most people do not have spiritual understanding or knowledge. Too low standards. These standards are imposed by those in power. The bible is just a book of standards where all of us non jews are just cattle shit for the jews to abuse. Nowadays, one can crawl their way up from the hole of ignorance, but few people choose to do so. Others just passively and lazily wait for everything to come on its own. This is because one has accepted this identity.

There are those who may complain why are we only doing advanced spiritual posts now in unmasking the enemy? Well guys, because this is what's important. This is like a
university which if you want to attend, you'll need to do some studying. We are trying to make everything simpler, more accessible. In this spirit will be some creation and websites and other things (in development right now) that will help you.

And by this except of some personal advertising [hehehe], I wanted to also highlight another thing. That many of you are in possession of things of a value that is beyond any form of calculation of this world. And a relation with the Gods that is beyond any measure.

Also, one must be looking at the eternal as much as possible. Transiency always comes with problems and one can easily get obsessed over transiency. But this is why it's problematic because it comes and goes.

If you are in their family it's disgraceful to ignore them, not take them seriously, and show lack of faith. There are numerous things we are oblivious as to how they work but we use them everyday. Do you know how your car works in and out? No. You do not need to initially know everything, you just need to make use of what you're given.

You know how to meditate. It's clearly for a reason. Billions of others don't know, or don't give a fuck. So why such knowledge was given to you, right now? Why do you know how to do an RTR and others don't? Well because it's clear to me one is destined to work with these tools to bring a better world and develop themselves.

You must raise your hand to draw to the Gods and they will raise theirs back. After all, when one is interested in life such as us, one should not expect logical normalcy. In other words, you're not a normie or an NPC anymore, one starts from "NPC with consciousness" to become a fullblown human being that resembles "God".

We will gradually reign superior but people also have to reign superior over themselves. Really it may be harder or less hard but once you do it, it's really satisfactory and peaceful. It's worth it. Nothing is more worthwhile in this world than spiritual, intellectual, and full development of the self. Just do this and you will be happy with yourself.

The enemy will be toppled but meanwhile one's personal negative or reducing tendency has to also be defeated. There are people who have ascribed to the enemy the role of the existential evil in the nature. And they are not exactly very wrong. The enemy just represents the rot that exists in people and hasn't been cleansed, which finds way to live inside people because of their own personal downsizing energy. When this is defeated, the enemy tricks lose power over a person and can no longer bring them down.

The enemy is simply operating by increasing the natural inherent negativity in humans and increasing it exponentially. One defeats this negativity and the enemy goes down too. This is sort of how the enemy kept generations of humans hungry and in poverty. This gave them the power to dictate to people what to do all the time. Now the more these problems are defeated more and more people have the time to get out of the rut and start thinking a bit more originally. This happens more and more until people will advance further.

Remember "Yahweh" is a symbol for all that is deadly and negative for humanity. Humanity is cursed for hunger, slavery, poverty, spiritual ignorance, stupidity etc. When these things are won against, we naturally win against the enemy alien hive.

For this reason, personal development and external warfare are equally necessary to defeat the negative crap of the enemy.
Keep up the good work, advance with meditation, show actual respect to the Gods by doing work for them, and you will receive their blessings to go forward and advance. This is the recipe for success for all.
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